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Abstract 

The annual religious festival at Kodungallur, is well known as an exclusive meeting place of ‘lower castes’ 
and ‘dalits’ mostly from the northern part of Kerala performing the role of ritual specialists. Many of the 
historical studies suggest that the Kodungallur temple was once a Jain shrine before being sanskritized/ 
Hinduized under the headship of Shankaracharya. Therefore along with the mythical and social 
ramifications associated with the Kāvu Theendal festival, it is certainly a ‘liminal’ site symbolizing 
dislocation and reversal of hierarchies en route to become empowering subjects. The performance of the 
ritual specialists also brings in the question of purity/impurity or the issue of sacred/profane into discussion 
in their display of bloodshed, trance and obscene songs. This article illustrates how Kāvu Theendal develops 
into a ritual model where social norms are under question and why we need to understand the panorama of 
counter culture occurring at a ritualistic environment.  
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The Tamil epic Śilappadikāram is an organic text and it could only be understood in an 
interdisciplinary manner, analysing the various strands embedded in the text. 
In Śilappadikāram, the relationship between text and performance or ritual is vital; both conjoin to 
elucidate the meanings and implications that are inherent in cultural practices. The heroine 
Kannagi of Śilappadikāram opens up a series of discussions on various social as well as cultural 
spheres through her presence within and outside the epic text. The goddess Kannagi appears as 
Pattini in Sri Lanka and is regarded as one of the most popular deities among the Buddhists and 
the Hindus of the east and west coast of Sri Lanka. The cult has a very strong religious, ritualistic 
presence in Kodungallur, South India, which initiates a detailed study.  
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1. Historical and Mythical Environment   

The cult of the goddess Kannagi is fairly widespread among the people of Kerala, Tamil Nadu and 
Sri Lanka, which even today has a large population of devotees. Unfortunately, the cult today has 
died out in South India or has been assimilated into Kāli/Bhagavati cult or other belief systems 
related to mother goddess. Whatever be the case, it is true that the goddess is an object of worship 
and this worship must be understood in its historico- socio-cultural context. The study of this deity 
and its cult as they are today, their historical development and origins, their worship patterns, are 
of great interest to anyone concerned with anthropology, religion or performance. The immediate 
origin of Kannagi worship is associated with the Tamil epic Śilappadikāram where the Chera 
monarch Senguttuvan is attributed building a nattukal (memorial stone) at his capital Vanji for 
Kannagi, the virtuous woman of the epic. 

According to legends, it was the present day Kodungallur from Thrissur district in Kerala, where 
the Chera king Senguttuvan, consecrated the heroine Kannagi. Based on an analysis of the 
materials contained in the Sangam literature, scholars in those days had arrived at the conclusion 
that the Chera kingdom was situated on the West coast and identified its capital, Vanji, with the 
modern day Kodungallur. At the same time, there continue living some historical as well as ritual 
features associated with Kodungallur or the Bhagavati temple at Kodungallur that validate 
Śilappadikāram’s claim of building an abode of worship for Kannagi/Pattini. It is indispensable to 
understand the nature of the deity and its cult, with a special focus on the worship at Kodungallur 
as well as the ritual the significance of Bharani at Kodungallur in determining its connection with 
Śilappadikāram.  

2. The Jainism Connection  

Noted historian of Kerala, A.Shreedhara Menon explains the context vividly:-Before the eighth 
century Brahmanic Hinduism was simply one of the current religions in south India.  It has been 
the practice among scholars to refer to the Hindu religions stir of this period in Southern India as a 
‘revival’ or ‘renaissance,’ but it is a misnomer to call it so…(as) Hinduism did not enjoy a position 
of primacy among the religions of Kerala prior to the Kulasekhara age. It was only one of the 
religions which held a minor position in the land. Scholars like V.T Induchudan points out that it is 
a task that Sankaracharya is believed to have achieved via the destruction of Jainism/Buddhism. 
The Kodungallur shrine, in the process became a  Hindu temple which gradually transformed into 
a Bhagavati temple. It should be assumed that the transformation of the Kodungallur shrine into a 
Hindu Bhagavati temple caused the complete disappearance of the Kannagi-tradition on the Kerala 
coast. [1]A. Sreedhara Menon. (1967) A Survey of Kerala History, Kottayam: National Book Stall ,  p.145 
The prime days of the ‘heterodox’ religions in south India was probably from the fifth to the 
eighth century. The masses practiced in what may be called ‘Dravidian religion’, the operative folk 
religion of the people. For instance Kunjan Pillai explains:-“Thus with the advent of the fifth 
century Jain and Buddhist religions had achieved greater popularity in the Kannada and Tamil 
countries than the Vedic religion.” [2] Kunjan Pillai.(1970) Studies in Kerala History. 
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Kottayam:National Book  Stall, p.105 And Gananath Obeyesekare in The Cult of the Goddess Pattini 
illustrates that with the decline of Buddhism and Jainism in India from eighth to the thirteenth 
century, three consequences followed: - First, Buddhist were pushed out of South India and settled 
on Sri Lanka’s west coast. Second, in South India itself the original Pattini cult was absorbed into 
the popular Hindu cults of Kāli, Durga or Bhagavati. Third, another group of immigrants from 
Kerala settled on the east coast of Sri Lanka and were Hinduized. Their version of the goddess is 
that of a Hindu deity, but, unlike the situation in South India, the goddess is kept separate from the 
Kāli cult and retains much of the quality of a folk deity, as in the Sinhala areas.[3] Gananath 
Obeyesekere.91984) The Cult of the Goddess Pattini .London: University of Chicago Press, p.509 

3. Velichappatu : Delivering the Word of the Goddess  

Thousands of pilgrims called Velichappatu(s) from the lower caste Hindu system visit the Bharani 
festival at Kodungallur. Velichappatus both men and women, assemble in the temple on the 
previous day of Bharani. Mostly, they are been accompanied by an instructor who trains their 
songs, body movements and austerities. With disheveled, open long hair they clad themselves in 
fiery red color clothes, and smear forehead and chest with red vermilion and turmeric powder. 
They also wear a heavy aramani (Girdle studded with bells), and carries an anklet in left hand and 
holds a ritual sickle in right hand. Velichappatus are oracles and are supposed to be the 
spokesmen/mediators of the Goddess. Once possessed, the Velichappatus move in and out of the 
temple courtyard in trance, they repeatedly slash forehead with the sacred sickle. Performing the 
role of a mediator between a deity and other devotees he cuts his forehead and offers his blood to 
the deity as a symbol of his unshakable faith in Bhagavati. Some of the Velichappatus described to 
me the trance experience as follows: "It makes a special person out of me"; "I felt incredible"; “I 
felt the touch of Bhavavati allover; "My hands and sometimes my whole body gets numb cutting 
my head.  But it’s the best feeling"; "It's so spiritual.  When all the pain leaves, everything seems 
beautiful.”  Kodungallur Bhagavati is one of the principal deities of Kerala. She encompasses 
divine personalities ranging from the benign to the ferocious Kāli and is also seen assimilated into 
local village goddess associated with chickenpox like diseases. This dichotomy of the goddess 
being benevolent/malevolent is derived respectively from closeness and disgust in human psyche. 
The idea of the deity entering the human body is an essential part of all worship of the goddess. 
Generally in northern Kerala, temples dedicated to Bhagavati require the permanent presence of 
Velichappatu who embodies the goddess before her devotees in daily worship.  The Velichappatu 
is in a special relationship to the goddess, sharing her substance when possessed by her, and 
functioning as her vehicle and oracle. He/ she can both understand and control her. The 
Velichappatu draws the goddess’s power into his body, and through this medium, enables devotees 
to interact intimately with the goddess outside the protected inner sanctum of the traditional Kerala 
Hindu temple. The Velichappatu mediates between these two spaces in an amazing way. In these 
temples, Velichappatu, who is not allowed to enter the inner sanctum, stands directly in front of 
the shrine while the priest hands him the goddess’s sacred sword from inside. It is through the 
sword that the spirit of the goddess enters the oracle’s body. Moaning and shaking his body, he 
runs out of the inner sanctum and through the temple courtyard, blessing people, answering 
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questions, and giving guidance. The vital goal of goddess worship is to reach emancipation 
through holistic identification with the deity. This is attained through careful vows and singing 
songs to please the goddess; it is a dangerous path requiring careful attention to intricate details.  

The Velichappatu’s act of singing obscene songs while dancing and circumambulating the shrine 
is of immense political and cultural ramifications. In the case of Velichappatu, they are being 
‘possessed’ by the spirit of the goddess. They consider possession or entering of the goddess into 
their bodies as the most sacred act for which they were waiting all year long. Velichappatumar 
begin by moving their body rhythmically starting in a slow motion in the beginning and getting 
pace later, they prove themselves as blessed for a lifetime. Bharani is a ritual, performed in the 
form of sacrifice is aimed at establishing contact with the Bhagavati by honouring her. Dance, 
music, and songs are all essential to Bharani performances in which spirit of the Bhagavati is 
actualized. Invocations and body movements performed prior to the onset of possession trance 
bring the Velichappatu into contact with the deity. It is through trance that they materialize the 
contact with the phenomenal world and receive blessings.  

An interesting feature of the Bharani festival is the active participation and involvement of female 
Velichappatus. One of my informants Janaki, 65 with whom I had a personal conversation on her 
relationship with the goddess, expressed it as “ellam ammayude marimaayam” (everything  is the 
magic spell of amma) Janaki has been visiting Bharani since fourteen years of her age along with 
her trained group Bharani performers from Palakkad. Janaki treasures a vision of the goddess that 
is powerful, active, and belligerent vis-a-vis the protection of the world. It reveals as the ultimate 
power in the universe a universal queen, a female deity whose spirit is irresistible and whose 
power is extraordinary. Velichappatumar are considered to be having a powerful personal 
charisma and are able to heal both physical as well as mental ailments and prophesy through 
inspired contact with the goddess. They are also considered competent in varying degrees of 
reading her mood and desires and of channeling her ability to rid an environment of detrimental or 
inauspicious forces.  Bharani is a ritual performance where ‘control’ is sidelined and a perfect 
‘letting loose’ happens. Velichappatu chases the deity until he becomes one with the idol as the 
ritual proceeds. By awakening the divine forces within, he rises to the supernatural, the world of 
the Bhagavati.  
 
4. The Ritual Bharani: Understanding the Sacredly Profane 

Human beings engage mainly in ritual because it enables them to mediate and balance interactions 
with multifarious nonhuman forces that inhabit the physical and spiritual worlds. Ritual allows 
practitioners to harness such power in order to (a) translate it to human proportion and render it 
accessible to human cognition and (b) effect a transformation from one state of being into another. 
Ritual transformations are typically embraced for the benefit of a community, but also may be 
used to advance the interests of an individual. [4] Kelly, I. T , (1939) “Southern Paiute Shamanism.” 
University of California Anthropological Records 2(4): 51-167  Along with these basic features, Bharani 
ventures to break into the walls of ruthless social norms as form of ‘violent’ critique, interestingly 
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using the same set of props that the society denigrates. The ritual at Kodungallur attracts thousands 
of participants from different communities from all over Kerala.  The festival opens on the 
Bharani asterism of the month of Kumbham (February- March) with a gold smith going round the 
temple three times, ringing a bell, at about seven o’clock in the morning. This act supposed to have 
‘polluted’ the temple and thereby initiates the ritual celebration of Kāvu Theendal or polluting the 
shrine.  

So why is it that the annual ritual during Bharani festival is called Kāvu Theendal or pollution? 
The Malayalam word ‘theendal’ has enormous socio-political connotations associated with the 
caste system in Kerala. In the so called caste ladder, ‘Nampoothiris’ or brahmins occupied the top 
position, the lowest spot was occupied by the natives. In such a period a person belonging to a 
higher caste could not even touch a lower caste. If by any chance a body contact happened, the 
upper caste person had to purify himself right away, as he was supposed to have ‘polluted’. The 
lower caste being involved in this occurrence of ‘theendal’ had to face terrible consequences. 
There were even castes which were not even permitted to use roads which were used by upper 
castes. This type of un- touchability/pollution was known by the name ‘theendal’.  

M.J.Gentes while analyzing the meaning of the festival identifies complex questions that can be 
approached from many perspectives with the aim of emphasizing historical background, belief 
systems, ritual process, and/or social organization. For instance, the message of polluting the kāvu 
involves psychological, social, and ritual referents. At one level, the theendal is an action of 
central importance in the temporal unfolding of the festival. At another it manifests the 
conceptualization of states of purity and impurity, as well as pure and impure persons. At a third 
level, the act of polluting the temple may metaphorically enact a process of penetrating the 
goddess's body. [5] Gentes,M J,( 1992) ” Scandalizing the Goddess at Kodungallur.” Asian Folklore 
Studies, 51, 2: 295-322. It is the goldsmith, considered to be a backward caste, officially inaugurates 
the festival. The Brahmin priests who conduct pujas throughout the year resign clearing way for 
lower castes. After that the non- Brahmin Atikal starts performing his sacred rites at the sanctum 
sanctorum. During those seven days, devotees including Velichappatus visit the temple in large 
numbers. Let us sum up the story like this- here is a temple whose upper caste priests quit every 
year for a certain period upon being “polluted” by the bodily presence of the lower caste. But at 
the same, we cannot deny the fact that such a role reversal is totally absent in anywhere in the 
country. Here, we have a temple ritual where the so called lower castes of society share the temple 
space and partake in the ‘infamous’ Bharani ritual that brings them close to their deity. It is clear 
without doubt that the temple transformation into a Bhagavati temple under Hinduism paved away 
for the need to ‘leave’ some space for other lower castes. Gananath Obeyesekere’s historical 
theory that attempts to explain the rite of polluting of the temple holds that originally Kogungallur 
Bhagavati was the shrine of a Jain goddess or a Buddhist vihara (religious place). The Chera 
emperors, with their capital at Vanji, probably near or at Kodungallur would have supported Jain 
and Buddhist communities. The Buddhists flourished in Kerala during the fourth to the eighth 
centuries C.E. At the end of this period, with the migrations of groups of Brahmin settlers into 
Kerala, gradually extended over the natives. This foreign influence altered the social, ritual, and 
political positions of the various divisions of the population. Induchudan shares the same idea that 
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by the twelfth century Buddhism had virtually disappeared and the cult of the goddess Kāli was in 
the ascendant. This growth led to the re-consecration of Jain and Buddhist sanctuaries as 
Bhagavati temples. In order to get the nuns to leave their residence at Kodungallur, low-caste 
devotees of Bhagavati were persuaded to throw animals and dirt into the sanctuary. It would be 
assumed that the worship of Kannagi was absorbed into the Hindu Kāli/Bhagavati cult and 
therefore, the ‘polluting’ of the temple during Bharani memorializes the ancient religious conflict 
and transfer of liturgical control. And that the Kāvu theendal symbolically captures the official 
non-hindu presence in the place of worship. But, we should note that it is not the upper caste but 
the so called lower castes are ‘polluting‘the shrine during the Bharani; which still carries  the 
intensity of chaturvarnya prevalent in the ancient period. The need to stop using this term 
‘theendal’ to refer to the Bharani festival is indispensable as it is a derogatory way of 
understanding the ritual by the Velichappatus. Theendal or pollution is a binary term with its 
existence exclusively dependable on the privileged upper caste, un-polluted Brahmin or other 
higher castes. The concept of ‘Liminality’ as applied by Arnold van Gennep is important in 
understanding the complete ritual meaning and motif of Bharani. As developed by van Gennep the 
term is used to “refer to in-between situations and conditions that are characterized by the 
dislocation of established structures, the reversal of hierarchies, and uncertainty regarding the 
continuity of tradition and future outcomes.” [6] Gennep, Arnold Van. (1960) The Rites Of Passage. 
London: Routledge.  

 

Liminality also represents a stripping down of structural status. By entering into the ritual space of 
Bharani, Velichappatu performs in a ‘peculiar way’, hyphening himself from both the upper 
caste/lower caste social status-quo. Through this image of peculiar ‘other’ the Velichappatu carries 
forward powerful symbols of preservation and resistance. Before coming to the Kodungallur 
temple, he was called by caste names, names which associate him with a particular way of life 
regarded as ‘tribal/ lower caste/inferior’. But while going through the ritual ‘catharsis’ of kāvu 
theendal they are at the threshold or enjoying liminality and by doing so puts pressure on the 
social structure. As Turner calls it is ‘anti-structure’, the bottom up struggle for change. Bharani is 
a ritual model where social norms are under question and we should understand it as a means to 
understand the panorama of a counter culture and the experience of individuals at counter cultural 
protests. Liminal subjects are “neither here nor there; they are betwixt and between the positions 
assigned and arrayed by law, custom, convention and ceremonial”.[7] Turner, Victor. (1969) The 
Ritual Process: Structure and Anti-Structure.USA: Rutgers. The aim of the Velichappatus is to perform 
their way of worshipping the goddess but in turn they are critiquing the arrangement of positions 
or status in society. They are voicing a strong opposition to structure, behaving the 
‘incomprehensible’ according to certain privileged standards of society. According to Turner what 
is brought out in liminality what he calls communitas a term he adopted with a different meaning 
from Paul Goodman. It would be illustrated that the communitas as used by Turner is absent at 
Kodungallur because of two major reasons:- firstly during Bharani, only ‘lower castes’ are 
performing at the temple ; secondly, it is  a rallying cry for an equal space, an equal participation 
in serving the deity.  
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For Turner, ‘anti-structure’ produces social action and cooperation which he calls communitas 
meaning all positive aspects of community and togetherness. Communitas is marked by individual 
freedom, ignoring structure and promoting spontaneity. At Kodungallur, such an ‘equal 
participation’ is unavailable, as the upper caste Brahmins consider Bharani and the presence of the 
lower caste in large numbers as an act of pollution. Therefore, Brahmin ritual specialists stay away 
from the days of lower caste worship. After ‘kaavu theendal’ temple is closed for seven days and 
these are the days for ‘mourning’ the ‘disaster’ occurred on the purity of the temple. In fact, 
normal rituals to the Bhagavati are restored only after a month of re-establishment and during this 
period all acts of recreation and enjoyment are strictly prohibited. All these acts of compensation 
and revamping demonstrate the lack of an equivalent, all encompassing religious atmosphere 
which in turn reflects on the diseased social structure.  

Interestingly Bharani’s complete circle is evolved out of a chain of processes that switch from the 
axis of sacred to the axis of profane. Velichappatu’s ritual transformation gets completed only in 
the course of journeying the various levels of the sacred-profane. In the beginning he is a normal 
social being, bound by societal rules-which I would like to call as the velichappatu’s phase of the 
profane. Later we he prepares for the Bharani festival, the velichappatu abstain from certain forms 
of ‘pollution’ popular among the social order. Here his activities are on the large part is in 
conformity with the upper caste Hindu pollution codes. This abstention from pollutants he believes 
will prepare him to perform the most respectful form of worship- the sacredly profane act of 
Bharani. Bharani both presents and symbolizes the ‘profane’ in its most pristine form because all 
those elements classified as profane, for example frenzied body movements, blood, obscene songs. 
At the shrine what they observe the five elements known as ‘panchamakara’ the ‘five Ms’: madya 
(wine), mamsa (meat), matsya (fish), mudra (rice or grain), and maithuna(Sanskrit for "union" 
and coition). Going through the profane or celebrating the body accompanied by blood and ritual 
obscenity takes devotees to the supernatural plane where they become one with the Bhagavati. 
Performing the goddess and achieving her blessing is the supreme act of worship and devotion. 
Velichappatumar return to their places taking not only blessing but the goddess herself in them.  
The cycle of Purity and Pollution (Sacred and Profane) in the Ritual Transformation of the 
Velichappatus  
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Any analysis of Kodungallur Bharani could not be completed without an understanding of the 
nature of songs sung by the Velichappatus on the occasion of the ritual. These songs called 
‘Bharani paattu’ or ‘poora paattu’ describe sexual associations, mostly of the goddess herself in a 
candid manner. About the origin and practice of these songs during Bharani, a variety of stories 
are prevalent. A version is associated with Kali’s ambivalent relationship with Siva. She is 
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presented both as his consort and daughter, and often plays the role of inciting him to dangerous 
activity than to be controlled by him. To appease Kali, it is believed bhutas used obscene songs, 
dance and sacrifice. It is said that Velichappatus engage in singing such songs of overt sexuality 
both to remind and give pleasure to her of own sexuality. Caldwell gives another explanation that 
Bhadrakāli is modeled on a virgin female, who suffers from unfulfilled desire for sex, and 
procreation, whose lack of fulfillment is one source of anger, and who requires the blood-sacrifice 
of a male to cool and satisfy her thirst. Another version is connected to the repression of Jainism or 
Buddism or cruelty against lower castes by upper castes Brahmin community.  It said that, obscene 
songs are sung with the intension of driving away these ‘polluting’ people. Induchudan, quoting 
his experience of the Bharani songs says:- I have not come across any records which may show 
that there had been any sexual orgy. The songs may or may not have religious significance. Some 
of them may be about Kali; others may be just simple sex.... The use of liquor is also very popular 
among these pilgrims.... I remember in my boyhood days, if a group of pilgrims came across a 
lady on the way, they chant to her these songs or shout at her any sexual slogans.... Till about a 
quarter of a century back, I have seen the chief of Kodungallur sitting at the eastern door of the 
temple in the portico, and a group of selected singers from among the pilgrims chanting these 
songs before the chief. When the pilgrims sing they move their body in a rhythm. Sometimes, they 
imitate movements of sexual union. [8] Induchudan. V.T. (1969)  The Secret Chamber: A Historical, 
Anthropological and Philosophical study of the Kodungallur Temple. Thrissur: Cochin Devaswom Board. 

As indicated by Induchudan, Bharani songs belong mainly to two different categories: purely 
‘sacred’/ purely ‘profane’. During Bharani only songs of the profane category are sang and on 
other occasions purely sacred are of importance.  

 Let us have some examples of both groups:- 
 

Song 1- purely sacred 
 
Tanāro      tannāro Dévi     
Tanāro      tannāro           
 Amma, your children are here 
 Sons of soil have come, 
Of the land, of the forest  
Amma, your children are here  
Tanāro      tannāro Dévi     
Tanāro      tannāro           
  

Song I1- purely sacred 

Oh, Bhadrakāli  
The one who stays the grove at Kodungallur 
Devi, Amme, Bhagavati   
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Song III- purely profane  
 
Tanāro      tannāro taka      
Tanāro      tannāro                                                             
If you have to fuck Kodungallur Amma 
You’ll have to have a cock like a flagpost 
Tanāro      tannāro taka      
Tanāro      tannāro   
As I don’t have a cock like a flagpost 
Borrowed one from Bhima   
 
Song IV- purely profane  
 
 If you don’t have a cock don’t’ get disappointed  
A ship full reached at Kochi!  
Of variety, small, large, flowery!  

                                  

The concepts of sacred (purity) and profane (pollution) pose an intriguing puzzle for cultural 
anthropologists. Anthropologists have examined the rituals that various societies developed to 
mark the boundaries between what they regarded as pure and what they regarded as impure. Those 
boundaries most often involve sexuality, food, hygiene, and other familiar activities. Mary 
Douglas’s Purity and Danger: An Analysis of Concepts of Pollution and Taboo details numerous 
“primitive” cultures led her to see two ways in which the idea of pollution operates as a response 
to violations of societal boundaries. First, characterizing something as pollution seeks to influence 
the behavior of others. Second, the label of pollution can defend general views of the social order. 
Pollution beliefs are designed to enforce boundaries which certain things or people should not 
cross. This is exactly what we see at Kodungallur; both in calling a set of ritual practices by a 
particular section of people as an en-route to pollution and in tagging them as ‘uncouth’ or 
‘uncivilized’. ‘Lower caste’s’ pollution solely depends on the notion of upper caste Brahminism, it 
is Brahmins or other so called higher castes who categorize Bharani as ‘pollution’, because for 
them somebody is violating the boundaries drawn by them. That means presence of certain 
‘threatening’ or ‘undesirable people’ gives rise to an additional set of pollution beliefs. The 
presence of the lower caste body, songs expressing sexuality, trance and blood are regarded as the 
foremost units of pollution of the Bharani festival.  These elements undoubtedly contribute to the 
creation of counter culture, moves beyond the tag of a performance with ‘subaltern’ character to a 
political act of subversion.  

Peter J.Claus in ‘Medical anthropology and the Ethnography of Spirit Possession’ talks about the 
way missionaries documented certain spirit possession in south India as a “religious problem” or 
terming it as “devil worship” or “devil dancing”. [9] Claus, Peter J. (1984) Medical Anthropology and 
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the Ethnography of Spirit Possession. in: E.V. Daniel and J.F. Pugh (Eds.), 60—72 As Claus rightly 
demonstrates, at the outset Kāvu Theendal might appear to be an ambivalent and dangerous ritual 
signifying nothing. But its meanings get revealed as we understand it as a medium through which 
the sacred power of the goddess can be evoked and contained. The ritual is a form of the cultural 
expression that manifests the juxtaposition of two realities named sacred and profane. The evolving 
of Kāvu Theendal as a ritual extravaganza also has its transformation through the blurring lines of 
sacred and profane. It is a textbook example of how culture sustains with all its complexities and 
albeit offers avenues of co-existence.  
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